
Sabbatical Report 
 
1. PURPOSE (As defined in the Colleges’ Policy and Procedure Manual) 

 
Provide faculty with the extended professional development leave for improved quality 
of service aligned with Coconino Community College’s mission and goals.  
 
2. Restatement of the Purpose for my Sabbatical  
 
On my application, I indicated that I would spend my sabbatical conducting research and 
creating coursework in psychology to address recent changes to the Bachelor of Arts and 
Bachelor of Science degrees in Psychology offered at Northern Arizona University 
(NAU). Specifically, I would create a new course in Cognitive and Behavioral 
Neuroscience and attain the knowledge necessary to teach the course. 
 
3. Restatement of Objectives 
 
The objectives as listed in my application were to: 
a. Update knowledge in the areas of Physiological and Cognitive Psychology, 
b. Create a two-hundred level course in Psychology designed to transfer to NAU, and 
c. Teach the course here at Coconino Community College (CCC). 
 
4. Description of Activities 
 
Update knowledge in the areas of Physiological and Cognitive Psychology 
 
In the fall semester of 2009, I enrolled in two graduate-level courses (Cognitive Processes 
and Physiological Psychology) at Northern Arizona University.  It became apparent early 
in the semester that content covered in these courses was well beyond that which would 
be covered in the two-hundred level course I intended to create and teach for CCC. I 
discussed this observation with each of the faculty teaching these courses and both agreed 
with this observation. I did continue to sit-in on the courses for most of the semester, 
however I found that my time was better spent conducting research on my own in these 
areas. In addition, I met and discussed what is taught in similar courses at NAU with 
those faculty actually teaching these courses. 
 
Create a two-hundred level course in Psychology designed to transfer to NAU 
 
I created and submitted to the Curriculum Committee at their first meeting in the fall of 
2010, PSY 255 - Introduction to Biological Psychology for approval (see attached). The 
course was approved as an experimental course and should become permanent once the 
course has been offered over a couple of terms and enrollments justify the move. 
 
 
 
 



Teach the course here at Coconino Community College (CCC) 
 
I am scheduled to teach Introduction to Biological Psychology (PSY 255) this spring. I 
have selected a textbook for the course and continue work on the creation of course 
materials designed to enhance the content of the course. 
 
5. Contribution to CCC’s Mission and Goals: As a learning-centered college, we 
enrich lives by embracing diversity and transforming the future through quality 
education.  
 
Aside from knowing much more about the content necessary to teach Neuroscience and 
Biological Psychology, our students majoring in Psychology can now transfer to NAU 
having taken the majority of prerequisite courses necessary for all junior and senior level 
psychology courses. I now feel much more qualified to consult with other faculty who 
teach in the discipline regarding topics in Neuroscience and Biological Psychology and 
hope these efforts will enhance their knowledge in the area as well. 
 
6. Additional Activities 
 
My sabbatical leave also provided time for me to make major modifications to the online 
versions of Introduction to Psychology and Developmental Psychology that I teach for 
the College. These enhancements should significantly improve the learning experience 
for students’ enrolled in these courses. I have made these modifications available to other 
faculty members in the department currently teaching psychology.  
 
In addition, I was able to spend time renewing my relationships with many faculty I know 
in the Psychology Department at NAU and establish relationships with some of the new 
faculty in the department as well. In doing so, we are now collaborating on a number of 
exciting proposals that will enhance our relationship with NAU’s Psychology Department 
and provide CCC psychology majors with some wonderful opportunities. For example: 
 

a. We have wanted to offer a laboratory for our statistics course in psychology to 
provide the time necessary to create and conduct research projects in the 
discipline and to teach students to use statistical software for the analysis of data 
collected in the lab. The cost of purchasing the necessary computer software 
license for the course is over $70,000 per year. The Psychology Department at 
NAU currently offers a laboratory for their statistics course and owns the 
licensure necessary to teach computer statistics in their lab. During my sabbatical 
leave, and in collaboration with the NAU Psychology Department, we are looking 
into the possibility of utilizing their computer lab and computer software for a 
statistics lab that we would offer to CCC students. The College would charge a 
fee for the statistics course as they do and use this revenue to pay for the cost of 
using their computer classroom and statistical software. 

 
 

 



b. We began negotiating a Two-plus-Two Psychology degree with NAU. With the 
addition of the Biological Psychological course, the NAU Psychology Department 
has been very receptive to our request to create this partnership. This would 
greatly improve our students’ transition from CCC to NAU. 

 
c. The Psychology Department at NAU currently sponsors a Psychology Club for 

their majors. We are currently working on an arrangement that would allow CCC 
Psychology majors to participate as members of this club. As part of this 
arrangement, the club would be known as the NAU/CCC Psychology Club and 
meetings would alternate between NAU and CCC campuses. 

 
7. Summary 

My sabbatical leave has been an incredible learning experience. In the time since I 
attended college in the 80's and early 90’s, much has been learned in the area of 
neuroscience and the role of the brain and neurochemistry in explaining human behavior. 
I was challenged with extending my background in neuroscience and biological 
psychology beyond the undergraduate and graduate coursework I took in during that 
time. During my leave, I also found time to work on other psychology courses and make 
substantive enhancements to these courses.  In addition, I found collaborating with the 
NAU Psychology Department to enhance the learning opportunities of our CCC 
Psychology majors an extremely gratifying experience.  

Recent modifications to the Faculty Sabbatical Leave Procedure have made this benefit a 
win-win opportunity for both the College and its Faculty. The College is now able to 
offer this benefit to its Faculty with no impact to the budget during these tough economic 
times. And faculty who qualify and receive the benefit receive respite from their normal 
duties in order to provide them with an opportunity to grow professionally. 

I would like to thank Dr. Kathleen Corak and President Leah Bornstein, Ph.D. for their 
help with modifications to the Sabbatical Leave Procedure and their continued support 
for the procedure. 

 

James E. Rhodes, M.A., M.Ed. 
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